The *International Herald Tribune* was revered for its strong focus on the objective reporting of international news, making it a reliable, trustworthy and valuable resource for readers. The archive starts with the first issue in 1887 and continues up to its final issue in September 2013. Throughout the collection, the internationally focused content provides a rich cross-disciplinary primary source, offering content that looks beyond the British and American press.

Researchers can take advantage of these qualities with online access to the full run of the newspaper and its broad range of perspectives on world events. The archive is fully cross-searchable, and becomes even more valuable when it is used with other archives from Gale, taking work in new and innovative directions.

### A Multidisciplinary Resource
- Business and Finance
- English Language and Literature Studies
- European Studies
- Gender and Women's Studies
- Science and Technology
- Social Studies
- U.S. History
- Politics
- Social and Cultural History
- Media Studies
- Military History and war studies
- Imperial history and colonial studies
- Transnational studies and international relations
- Travel and tourism
- Humanities
- Literature, arts and popular culture
- Social sciences
- Western European studies

### Rich content, richer functionality
The *International Herald Tribune* Historical Archive 1887–2013 is one of many resources available on the Gale Primary Sources platform, which offers a groundbreaking research environment. The combination of uniquely rich, full-text primary source content, dependable metadata, and intuitive subject indexing, is further enriched by innovative workflow and analytical tools.

**Features**
- Intuitive interface
- Fully text searchable with hit-term highlighting
- Limits by Publication Title, Publication Section and Date
- Searches by article type
- Raw text available for text mining purposes
- Results can be downloaded, printed or emailed
- Citation tool, saving time
- Save searches, results and annotations between sessions
- Export documents as PDFs
- Fuzzy search

Find out more at [www.gale.com/ihtinfo](http://www.gale.com/ihtinfo)